Engaging Click4UPro Herringbone

Tools
Tools needed: a tape measure, pencil, planks, cutter knife, T-square, hard PVC mallet, a straight edge and disassembling wedge

Install first 2 planks:
Take 2 planks, A & B, and the T-Square. Drop plank B with the short side in the long side of plank A. Use the T-square to align the two planks perfectly. Then, tap gently with the PVC mallet to lock the planks together.

Install the 3rd plank:
Angle the short side (A) against the long side of the second plank (B). Use the T-square to align the two planks perfectly. Make sure that the groove side of the plank is always facing inwards. Continue finishing the first row.

Continue installing the first 3 rows:
Continue installation by alternating every row with plank A or plank B.

Preparation to align with the wall
Use the straight edge and place it at the bottom of the triangles facing the wall. Draw a line with you pencil.

Preparation to align with the wall
Place your T-square perpendicular to the drawn line, near the edges of the planks. Draw your second line.
Cutting the planks
Use a cutter knife/circular saw and straight edge and cut the planks following the lines. Continue working with the planks facing you and align against the wall. The remaining cutted pieces can be used when finishing the room.

Alternate planks
Continue each next row by placing plank A in a row first. Measure the distance from the wall at the start and end of the row with a tape measure and cut the planks accordingly by using a cutter knife. Continue installation by alternating plank B followed by plank A.

Dissassembling wedge
Place the lower part of the disassembling wedge underneath the plank needing to be disengaged and gently tap with the hammer on the adjacent plank.

Loosening planks:
Slowly lift the plank upwards and lift it loose.